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Abstract
With the increasing availability of head-mounted displays
(HMDs) that show immersive 360◦ VR content, it is important to understand to what extent these immersive experiences can evoke emotions. Typically to collect emotion ground truth labels, users rate videos through postexperience self-reports that are discrete in nature. However,
post-stimuli self-reports are temporally imprecise, especially
after watching 360◦ videos. In this work, we developed a
novel joystick-based emotion annotation system, in which
users could report their valence and arousal continuously
while watching 360◦ videos by HTC Vive Pro Eye HMD.
Two suitable peripheral visualization techniques (HaloLight
and DotSize) were designed aiming at minimizing workload
and distraction. Our prototype provides a starting point for
researchers to design momentary self-reports in virtual environments for precise emotion recognition.
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CCS Concepts
•Human-centered computing → Human computer interaction (HCI); Virtual Reality;

Introduction
Immersive Virtual Reality (VR) experiences, such as watching 360◦ videos using head-mounted displays (HMDs), allow users to interact with content and feel immersed in the
experience. An important aspect of this immersion is the
capacity of content to evoke a wide range of emotions in individuals as they interact through head movements in this
virtual space [10]. Whether the end goal is to evoke emotional responses and positive associations for educational
purposes [1], for news engagement [14, 15], or improve
tourism experiences through immersive previews [3], it is
important to collect accurate and precise ground truth labels throughout the user’s immersive experience.
(a) HTC VIVE Pro Eye HMD for displaying stimuli

(b)
Joy-con Right Controller (Joystick
for rating emotion and Trigger Button for
activating helper function).

Figure 1: 360◦ VR video emotion
annotation components.

Based on considerations for designing VR HMD-based interactions [6], we scope our work to HTC VIVE Pro Eye1 ,
and develop an input technique based on the Joy-Con controller2 . For output, we draw on peripheral information visualization research, and follow a user-centric approach to design several alternatives for how to display user state feedback continuously while users are watching a 360◦ video.

Designing 360◦ Video Continuous Emotion Annotation Prototype
Our 360◦ video continuous annotation prototype is shown
in Figure 1. It consists of two major components: (1) the
HTC VIVE Pro Eye HMD (Figure 1(a)) with a resolution of
2880 x 1600 pixels, a 110◦ field of view and a refresh rate
of 90Hz (2) the input device (a joystick on the Joy-con right
controller) for emotion annotation (Figure 1(b)). A custom
scene was constructed in the Unity Engine3 to display 360◦
videos online at 30 fps and show the annotation feedback
based on users’ continuous ratings.
1

https://enterprise.vive.com/us/product/vive-pro-eye/
https://www.nintendo.com/switch/choose-your-joy-con-color/
3
https://unity3d.com/
2

360◦ Video Stimuli
In this work, we select eight short 360◦ video clips with
arousal and valence ratings from the database provided by
Li et al [8], which contains arousal and valence ratings from
95 subjects. We selected two sample videos to represent
each quadrant, ensuring the videos are matched as much
as possible by duration. These videos are used as means
to design our annotation tool.
Annotating Videos Continuously
Since users will be equipped with an HMD and cannot see
the annotation tool, we need to ensure that annotating is
comfortable,ergonomic, as well as precise. With a return
spring, a physical joystick that provides additional proprioceptive feedback could aid realigning to center position
under no force [12], which makes it suitable for continuous
annotation while wearing an HMD. Based on Russell’s Circumplex model[11], users can move the Joy-con joystick
head into one of the four quadrants of the A-V model, as
shown in Figure 3. To increase the emotion intensity, the
user can move the joystick head further.
Visual Annotation Feedback
Since users will be watching 360◦ videos while annotating
emotions continuously, this will lead to divided attention [7].
To this end, it is necessary to reduce the burden of annotating and conveying state feedback without interfering too
much with the viewing experience. We draw on research
on peripheral feedback [2], and consider GUI elements to
lower interruptions which helps users keep awareness of
the primary task [9, 4].
A. Visual Annotation Feedback
We designed HaloLight and DotSize two peripheral feedback prototypes (Figure 2). Whereas HaloLight uses color
opacity to indicate intensity, DotSize uses the size of the
filled circle to indicate intensity. Both are presented in the

words in Figure 3), that should serve as a reminder trigger
for what a quadrant corresponds to.

(a) HaloLight: shaded halo arc in bottom-right viewport, which varies in
transparency with emotion intensity.

In conclusion, our prototype provides a continuous emotion annotation method that is suitable for collecting more
precise emotion ground truth labels for 360◦ VR video content. This demo submission can help both elicit and capture
momentary emotions in virtual environments, which can be
used for building more temporally precise 360◦ video-based
emotion recognition and prediction models.
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(b) DotSize: circle dot in bottom-right viewport, which varies in size with
emotion intensity.
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